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Introduc.tion

This paper repOrtsthe findings oT a resear

conducted-duringthe.Oring of 1978. The study

pAychosocial charact

adult -secondary .education (APSE) students and.-the

project that was

nvestiiated the

stics of adult basic educ tion (ABE) and

these concerns are affected byyOucational expei

Much of the literature on .the psychological

characteris icstf ABE and ASE students (Anderso

Hastings 968; Iavale and Lindsey, 1977) sugges

"mistr =t 4pg," "dependent," "lack initiative,i!

extent to which .

ences .

and sociological

and Niemi, 19694

d that many are

"litckingina,self

by .Ehe sauthors
Ilk,

or base*, n i

painted'a negatlye
A i

udy provided a
. ,

hosocial charac-
i

from an in -,.

conf' ence." Although the terms and concepts us

we e not groundedjin a common point of reference

depth empirical research, their research finding

portrait of ABE andfASE students. The prese t s
.1

"test" of the literature to detirmine,i4(the isy

! .

teri'Stics of ABE, and 4SE students, when investig
cAir

depth psychological framework, are similar to th

which were prevalent in the litekature.

The literature concerning the classroom env

descriptioIis

and ASE classes (Mezirow et al., 1975; Kreitlow,1

ronment.

1972; Flaherty,

1970) suggested that teachers who maintain highstudent enroll

of ABE

ments tend

students.

to dfivelop trusting, friendly relationships With

In a general sense, this study asked4 "Are, such

'concerns really'importanttto ABE and ASE situdrits?" and "Dolls

the educationalc'experiences of ABE and ASE programs facilitate
P

such concerns?"

3



The terms ABE and ASE were used in this study to describe stu-

dents who were enrolled in literacy programs forthe'purposes of

incx"paing their competAnce,inreading, writing, compUting, pur-,

suing career,goalsi developing coping skills and/or obtaining

general education development (GED) diplomas: A#ttstudents were

those students who'wete entolled,in-grade. levels rthcough. 8. ASE

students were those enrolled in grades iquivalent,to 9 through 12.

Research Questions O

To address the problem outlined above, several research ques-

tions were formulated:
.

1. What proportion of the ABEand ASE students in the sample
'mire a "favorable ratio" of the positive.aspects'of an
ego-stage crisis °vex the negati've aspects?

2. What proportion'of the ABE and ASE students in the sample
have high pertinent, low pertinent, or inconclusive per-
tinent concerns for "Trust," "autonomy," "Initiative,"
and/or "Industry?"

-3. a. What ptoportion of the ABE and ASE atudents'in the
sample believes that the educational experiences in,'
ABE and ASE programs greatly influenced them to
became more positive in respect to their psychoAocial
concerns for trust, autonomy, initiative, and /or
industry? What proportion believes this influence
has been minimal? What proportion believes'this in-
tfluence helped some, but, not greatly?

-"
b. What 'proportion oil the ABE and ASE students in the

sample believes thlat the educational experiences in
ABE and ASE programs greatlyinfluenced them to
become' more negatilie in respect to their psychosocidl
concerns for trust, autonomy,` initiative, and/or
industry?. What proportion believes this influence
has been mi4malZ What proportion believes this
`influence heTPed some, but, not greatly? .



.

Backgeound

\,

AEE and ASE programe/were mandated by the federal gOvernmen,t

to provide illiterate and functional illiterate adults a mOins to
\

acquire and upgrade thei literacy skills. These program_areas .

are. in their infancy in.terms of being academic programs of "study,

3

and .are 8.411 developing-intheir abilities

irig
/ ,

needs of the studets,WhO enroll in ABE
7

to facilitate the learn-

and ASE classes. Since

these program areas are young, in trms-of their history/the/lack.

a foundati n that is built on'carefully designed rhsearch studiei

that f cu On 'the specific problems of he field. For example,

u .4

,

,
.

many t ers who teach ABE/ and ASE suAl\d hts have relied _on the

lierliltu e that'describes the "disadvanta ecl" adult (Anderson and
,

.Nitem
i

,.1969) to get an idea of the types of students they Should
t

, . 1

expet In their classes. This type, of situation, has prompted

other a thors (Kavale and reindsey, 1977) to call for more research

on prOblems.that are specific to ABE and ASE programs.
l.

IA the ABE and/Or..ASE program, the teaching/leathinti ehvit9
%

ment,tht is,the transactions betWeep:te Chers.and stuaents'and,
1

aqiong sLdents, becomes a cruci;.1'element .ri the student!s chOicd

to remain in the program (Kavale and Lindsey, 1977; Mezirow et iii.,
1

4'75). Thergfore, to be effective in offering programs that facil-1
!ritate the needs. of ABE and ASE students, the- teSchers of these

students ShoUl!d have a thorough inpwledge of the characteristics

1. .-



of the students enroll ng in-their classes, the psychosocial concerns

-4

of those students, and the s*tent to which the educational envirm-

me0t affects psychosocial concerns.

The literature concerning the psychological and sociological

characteristics of students indi ated that many- have riegatiye char -

acteristics. This literature also indicated that teachers ten .:to
.

.

establish-classroom environments that.respond to such negative, har-

acteristics (MeziroW et al., 1975; Kreitlow, 1972). That is, teachers

tend to place a high priority-on establishing friendly, trusting'

relationships with students.

The literature on the current problems and concerns of ABE and

ASEteachers indica.ted-thht the high 'rates of absenteeisM andithe
A

dropout rate are major areas of concern (Mezirow et al., 19751.
4 411N,

Other authors have argued that teachers should be more sensitivS
1

the peculiar,needs and charad,teristics of adults.-as learners

(Hand, 1968).and that teachers peed-to'understand.the students 'in

their own sub-cultures (KreitlOw, 1965). These, authors argued

further' that more vprific research is needed to investigate the

' characteristics and concerns of thesie students.
ft

The review of the badkground literature indicates that many

the studies that idepti ied psychological and sociological charac--

teristics ofABE and ASE students were not grounded in any theoret-

ical framework. There ore, the term's and concepts they used= to

describe these,student are questionable in terms of th ir,meani

and appiidabil4ty, i.e., certain, terms have theoretical y based



meanings 'and tend to hange with the theory, e.g., the term "self-

concept." Also; most of these studies have attempted to explain

theipsychosocial characteristics of ABEand ASE students by drawing

inferences from au examination of the students' environmental
V

surroundings (Anderson' and Niemi, 1969). These, authors implied that

there i$ a close relationship between the individual's environmental

surroundings and his/her' amount of ego strength. For example,

Andergon and Niemi (1969) argued that because a great number of

' disadvantaged people are-dependent.on public'assistance, they can

be characterized by their lack of Self-confidence and their develop-

ment of dependency attitudes. he methodology of these studies
171

appeared to lack an in-dopth focus on the specific psychosocial

characteristics and Concerns of students.

/
The present pstudy employed a methodology which ovided for a

tighter reigearch design than those studies reviewed in the litera-

ture. It emiSloyeil the theoretical framework of a depth psychology,

in investigating the psychosocial characteristics of ABE/ASE students.

More specifically, this study employed the ego stage model developed

by Erik Erikson (1963) to identify and describe the psychosocial

characteristics of students. Erikson's model providddean in-depth,

theoretically grounded approach.to the study of the problem and

also provided a basis.for considtency in analyzing and interpreting

the results. This model described'human development in termq of

Lght ego stages in which the individual, through his/her ego, must

I



confront inner and outer ,conflicts. It' provided a theoretical basis;

ACom which to investigate the subject within his/her environment

and the. manner in which the environment has infl develop

merit of the ego.

Thii study operationalized the theoretical constructs of ErIk-

son's model thrOugh the use of. attitude scales. These attitude

scales were used to Father information on students' psychosocial

characteri7tics and concerns in an objective and systematic mariner.

This approath allowed\the researcher to gather similar infoimetion,

in a consistent manner, from all the subjects in the sample. 'It

also gave the researcher tightei control over the sampling process,

encouraged a larger sample, and provided a more .reliable basis

h.of consistency in analyzing the data than the other studiesred

in the literature.

S

Theoretical Framework

This study was b.sed On Psychoanalytic theory. It was concerned
p

f with the application.of ego psychology tq provide-descriptiofts of

tie psychosocial characteristics of-ABE/ASE students. Boyd (1964)
I

suggebtel that there are two strong characteristics pi ego psycho-

4,r logy which made it suitable for a studyof this nature: a) ego

psychology describes humad behavior in,developmental terms; and

b) the.devpopsiontal terms anciconcePts. employed in ego psychology

are rooted in the principle of transactions between the growing

organism and the-changing environment. Ego psyphsaogy, strives to.

O
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I

. -.

discoVer the.integrative and disruptive forces acting with and on
441to

' the lumen organism as it attempts to handle problems arising iom \

\ various fields of operation. The model deVel.oped by Erik Erikson

(191.Wrepreseri* the specific theoretical formulation, within the
, .

A6.ea ofegoisbych6lOgy; that was :employed in this study.

Erikson.'s Theory

'

The Model described 4Trikson's theory provides a descriptio

of human psychosocial deveopMent. He postulated that peoplep

gress through eight ego stages in whj,ch they must confront inner

and outer con acts. Eac> successive stage,brings the individual

into mare complex activities and interpersonal relatiOnships. He

pottulated further that each stage follows an 'repigenetic" pattern,

having its special time of ascendancy, in which the individual,

through the functions of his/her ego, must resolve a binary conflict

oF. crisis, the solution bf which will significantly affect the ego's

/future development..

Erikson also noted that in normal, healthydevelopMekof the

ego there is not a sharp polarity to the solution of a crisis. A

positive solution to a crisis, e.g., trust as oppos0 to mistrust,

is also composed of a certain residue of(the-negative. Also, each,

crisis exists as an. active dimensio

met. Erikson explained his use of the term

of the

S

ego as new crisis aTe
\ "

"crisis" when he 'sail,

4
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tre in a developmenta4 sense to connote
:ittastrophe, but a turning point , a
increased vulnerability, and heightened

kelre, the otogenetig, source of goner-
and maladjustment. - (Erikson, 1968, p. 96)

-ecti.cml in Whtch an individual resolves each

the individual's pesonality.can be charac-
:Vidual who resolved the first stage positively
s a "trusting" person.

t Boyd (1961, 1964, and 1970) added an

o the "phase-specific" concept mentioned

that Joidividuals who have resolved phase-
.

ve "pertinent" concerns. fAr these stages at
lives. He has found that as individuals

ic,oncerns, they have pertinent concerns.
already -resolved. He has also found that
hye pertinent concerns, at particular points.

o change .thelr concept of the7mseaves in

n)question. For example, an .*ndividual may

ncerns for the stage of "Intimacywvs.

Lt d40Eicult to positively resolve this

31ve negtiO.ve residue in the stage of "Trust

're, the-individual covald have a "pertinent"

trusting. .

4

iges\"af this modeleprovide thefessential
relopment of an adqlt eersoriality. -The

Is of an ind*vidual''s sense of identity will

10



be determined, in large
4
part, how

ego stiage:. In accordance wit ,the the

specific" concerns for the stn Its of "I
0.

"Intimacy vs. Isola ion," "GenTFativity

rity vs. Disgust/Despair." However, th

I

we'l he/she has resolved these

-9

conceis for any of the first four stag

content In this sense, the.future dev

personal t.A is also significantly influenced by the resolution

ry, adults may have "phase -

entity vs. Role Confusion,"

vs. Stagnation," ox.Integ-

y may have "peitinent,

s with which they are not

lopment of an adult!.

the first four stages and their degree of pertinency.

Methodology
-,...,

. i)

Boyd (1974) gued that many of the assumptions and self-

4,

.

,

of

perceptions we ho as human beings are held at bay in the uncon-

;
scions realm of the mind.' These unconscious thoughts and ideas

also influence or interrelationships with other people and our.

intrarelationships to ourselves., Boyd provided A- more complete

explanation of the relationship of the unconscious to the self

when h aid,

I see the unconscious as, standing for that cluster of
dhexamined assumptions which within-their own context

.attempt to structure transactions These Unexaminpd
assumptions remain s? as to share in one way or-afrothe4
a basic proposition \h- that an open examination of the
assumptionwould destroy some aspect of the individual'.
life-view and tha maintenance of this life-view is tI

crucial to survival. The conscious is observable 'in
the individual's open examination 'of assumptions which
serve as the basis for his,decision-making. (Robert
Hoyt/ 1974, p. 11)

(

1

1
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Thetefore, this research ermined those assumptions made by

ABE/ASE students, in their everyday functioning, which underlie

their decision-making processes.' This objective was accomPlished

through the uie of selfreportInstrIpments. Boyd stated that,

The responses on the self-report instrument are a
descriptiNeWonfiguration of the_individual within
the ego-stage theoretical framework. This is how
the individual views himself. In a manner of speak-
ing these responses give us a self4ortraii. . (Boyd,
1974, p. 25)

\

In this study the student41 respOies to statements about

'him/herself concerning interrelationships and intrarelationships

provided a "self- portrait" of ABE/ASE student.

,

Instrumentation

The Self-pescription Questionnaire

The instrument used was developed.by Robert Boyd and Subse-

guenqy tested fortiliability by Boyd and Koskela (1970). It was

designed to gather information on an individual's perception ;f

his/her tishaviot; patterns. The Original instrument wascompoded_

of 160 items and each item was constructed to have a positive or

negative vale6ce to the solution of a given ego crisis. Each
t

item was located in one of five fields: physical, societal,.

interpersonal, familial, or self. Boyd (1970) argued that these

fields represent the scope of an individual's transactional .

relationships with his/herself, the surrounding environment and

his/her relationships with other people. He justified the



.

4.11

.-A 11-.-
.sinCLUSiOn o ede esdential.-to!the,construction'of the

. ,

instrument ..when. he timid, "Every-test item on a 'instru-

a.merit hasr.a contenta;valence, and
t.

;This' instruthent alsb employed.

location field"-(p. 4) .

A pertinency scale to gather:.
a. s '

data on the levek\of concern a particullr item.had for a given
. $

sUbject and a like-unlike scale to determine the. extent to whitch

the subject identified with the statement on the questZonnaire.

Therefore the individual taking this instrument could make four
a

Obssible responses:.
4

1) a statement may have been like the subject-and held a
high concern for him/her;

2) a statement may have. been unlike the subject and held
little or no concern for him/her;

.31 a statement may have been like thel.subjea,. but; held'
4 little or no concern for him /her;;

4) a statement may have been unlike tyipubject, but held
a high concern for him/her.

BothlksCales had a range of 6 possible responses. by each subject.

,The content validity of this instrument was established by

Boyd and Colley in 1966. Bcgd and Koskela (1970) established the

Self-Description Questionnaire as, poosesing high internal consis-

tency, reliability and stability measures. Moy4 (970 'concluded,

It Wild appear,'based_on these results, that the Self,
Description-Questionnaire possesses sufficient Tenability
and validity to warrant further .research and to be employed.
expeiimentally as an instrument to study. 0ego-sta develop-

.ment among adult populations. (p. 13)

13
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This instrumene has- also been used by other researchers (White

1976 and Borger 3969 and otheA) who- have found it to be.an
I

effective measure*Of ego-stage resolutions and pertinent'concerns.
,

Because.of-the.nature Of the sample and practical constraints,

su as 'a sample tomPased of functional;illiterates.and,lovi,liter_

ates, and time ).imitatiOns,'a shorter' form of the Self-Description
I.

Questionnaire was employed in this study. Boyd (1974) indicated

that the use of the short form is applitable in small'grqup such

as classes,)\4when he paid,

Neither the Self-Description Q-sort nor'the Self-Des-
cription QUestionnaire could- be used' in their existing
format to provide the kind of data that was required to
establish congruehcy. It was necessary to have some
reading on what an indiviaualswas willing to give to
other group members and what 'he wanted from them. It

fr9

was possible to rests tthre the existing items in order
to have them read i the manner to fit the requirements. ..

Three of the fine ields were dropped, PhysiCal, sotiety
and family, and the remaining two fields, people and
aplf, were retained- (Boyd, 1974, p. 53)
f

Boyd argued further that this form has two advantages: X) i

focuses on the two fields which are clearly the most central aspects

of small groups; and 2) the form is much shorter, i.e.,64

and therefore would be a real advantage in terms of the.amount of

time needed for administration.

Although the items on this instrument were. onttechni
,

in

language construction and accommodated middle-class laAgua usage,

a problem was anticipated in using it with a lOw-literate popu-
.

lation. This problem was controlledcfor by: 1) revising the

-language of the questionnaire to be more readable to a low - literate



population;

,

e9

placing Vie revised instrument on audio tape'to be
. .

administered via. taped recording; hnd 3) pretesting the instrument
-

with a group of ABE/iSE Stuclents to aSsess, its effe96,iveness,'
.

< .-

clarity and applicability to such, a ,population. The resd1.61.of
. ,.

4. .. .

the pre-test are discussed later'in this paper.'
.

. .

. "
In summary; thd,Self-Description Questionnaire Was employed

in this study to providel a 'self-portrait" of ABE/ASE sudents !
,

perceptions of th"Qpsychosocial charaeteristiCs. Such a lsel f-

portrait 'provided information'on the student's conscious and un-

. conscious perceptions of hip/herkelf. It also ptovided a basis
J

sfor draWing generalizations about thesestudents'.tharacteriStics
t

and those concerns.they.consider to be pertinent at this point

in their lives.

The Educational Experience Questionnaire

This instrumgnt was developed in' the form of a attitude,

scale to assess students' beliefs and,behaviors concerningithe'

extent to which their psychosocial concerns for trust,' autonomy,

initlative, and/or industry,wee faCilitated throh the educa-
Vi.

tional environment of ABE and AWOlasses.

This instrument was also designed to assess the affect tha:t:

returning to an educational setting has made on the personality

of ABE and. ASE students., gach statement began with the phrase

"Since being in 'school again.." and was designed to focus. the
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. .

subjectts attention on two aspects of pers nality delieldpment at ...-

they- related to tge experiendls he/she had encountered in the ABE/ASE

class or program. These two aspects Were: a) the first four stages

of Erikson'smoder; And 1* the interpergo al field and'self-c.field.

as defined by Boyd (19702, Therefore, et h statement that, the'

subidet responded to should havelndicate a positive or negative

solution of one of the first,four stagesilocated in Erikson's model;

been located in either t.tr field of intefperson,s1 relationships
*

or self; and indicated progress or retrogress in .relation to the

stages in,Erikson's model which resulted from their experiences

in the program. The scoring-for this instrument was doneon a

six point, like - unlike scale.

The content and construct validity was established by asking

s. panel of five graduate students and two ABE/ASE teachers to

Aassess a pool of 120 potential iterris. 'They were asked to, comment

on each statement's clarity and language usage. After evaluating

the responses fromthese indil)iduals a group discussion was held

to clarify conflicting points of view. 'p

Based upon the input of these persens, the statements were
.

revised. A panel of three judges, consisting of thre professors/

was then asked to rank thestatements in territs of their applies-

bility to measure the variables under study. From theSe rankings

and' feedback 48 statements were selected to form the final Instru-
,

ment. ,To control for the interreiability of the judging proc ure,



1,
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each, statement was placed on the front ttf index Chrds. The stage
. 0

) and valence of Erikson's model, the field, and the weight for each

statement was placed on the back of the cards TWo experts in this .

field of study were asked to judge the'content and construct valid-

ity of each statemente Those statements not receiving'100percent'
.:1

. .Agreement,betOeen.te two judges and the'researcher were revi-Sed
' "

and the'procO4re'desCrOed was The final ins

ment, consisting of 48 statements, was composed of only those

statements receiving 100 percent agreement. The reliability of

the instrument is disCussed later in this paper.

In summary; the Educational Experiance Questionnaire was.'

I.

developed to 'provide, info; aticin on:the extent'to which ABE and_,

ASE studentsibelieve that t e educational programs indAkhich7they

were enrctlled,helped theM o4eal with 'their concerns for.trust,
.\,

autonomy, ipitiative, and/ r industry in a positive o negative

manner. The statements of the.instruinent were phraqed in a

Manner that would require the subject to 'reflect on the extent

to which the educational environment has influenced hkm/her,to

change in respect to these\concerns.

Pilot. Study
. 7

A pilot study was .conductedwas ,conducted to test the reliability of the

two instruments used in this study and to test'the applicability

of the instruments to A population of ABE /AGE students. A sample

*.
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of 3.0 students Vollinteeled to participate in the pilot studyl. ese.

studefts were .currently attending classes in two programs lOcat d in
, .

,
.

,Madison, Wisconsin. They ringed in-age from 16 to 411, and rep esented
. , . -.

-, .,,
,

a variety of raciar,grobps, e.g., ack AMericahs, White Amer dans, j
a . . ,

.
1

puerto'Ricafis, Mexican.Amevicans4 etc. ThiS group appeared to be,
. .

1 ,

representative of the%ABE/ASE student population for the bUlk of

the4programsloCated in Southetn WiscOnsin, Only those-students,'

attending, ABE or ASE, classes were included in the pildtstudy-sample.41

S-tudents enrolled in other ,programs such as.English as a Second . *

Languige, were excluded. -

The instruments were administered' in a group Vormat when

possible. On'two, occasions the instrtiments were administered to

individual Students. Each adminiktration took 45 minutes to orie.
44,

/ hour, and followed.the sameformat: a) an explanation of the
s

purpose ofthe research; b) a demonstration of hoiT,tp, score the'' 4

answer' sheets; c) a promise to make the results available to the,

participants; and d) the administration of the instruments:" All

tests were administered by this researcher.
e.

Reliability of.the Instruments

To test the internal conststency of the, two instruments, an

analysis of variance, item analysiT technique was applied- to the

data. Frank Baker (1965) has argued that the

J I.
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.

Ite parametersestimited by' such techniques provide a
,pow rful concepeual basis for describing item charac-
'ter sticq that is .meaningful to both-the test constru-
cto and the psychometrician. (p. 167) ,

The eliabilip,coefficients computed using thia 'techniqueJwere al 3pry ,pligh. The R for the like-unlike scale of the

rSO.f-Description Questionnaire ",was .93, for the pertinency scale

.97, and for.thit Educational Experiene,e'ID.4i*ionnire 93 .

Since few'problems were encountered by using these instruments

with ABE/ASE students, and since they were estimated tip be'highly

M

0.

re114bler the dectsiontwas made to proceed with the study. The

only change in administratioh occurred to help students uhderstand

the storing ,of thp instrumehti. The, terms, like-unlike were...ieversed

to toincide with the way the instruments Were scored.'

s,
Sample.

The sample for this study wa dra4 from two vocational tech-

nical districts in the state of Wisconsin. The researcher visited

five prografls in these districts and solicited volunteers to\

participate in the study. A total of 42 students participated.

The composition of the students in this sample was similar to,

those students the.pilot _study in terms of their ages; race,

length of time -in the program,and general background. However,

the age tang was from 16 to 70. To increase the size of the

sampler the decisitp was made to combine the pilot study sample

with the'sample for the major study. This decisioh was made

'betause: a) -the dif4cUlty, Of getting ABE/ASE siudents to

-
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participate in a study of this nature,

volVed in further testing, c the fact

occurred i the test adminis ration
.-
,tamples possess similar demograpki.c

a total-of 72 students participaAd
)

Pindings ndAnalysis of Data'

This sec ion4iscussee the finding of this research and the

b) the time and expense in-

that no Significant bhanges

procedures, and d) the two

characteristics.

in thit study.

Therefore:
41w7

7
alysis of data.. The finding's are presented in tables to provide:

1
.; !.

quir k summa of the descriptive form of,the data. Each tablei
is discussed b a brief carAtranalysis.' The purpose of each

i

analysis is to ;discuss the important points of the data presented

in the tables.

Table '1

Who Reolved the ight E - Stages
Positively, Ne4atively,-or Inconclusively and the Ra ge of s,Cores

Trust

Autonomy

Initiative

Industry

Identity

Intimacy

Generativity

Integrity

Ege. Stages Positive

Percentages

30:56 . 55.56

55.56 27.78

37.50 '56.94

65.28' 23.61

51.39 38.89

69.44. 27.78

76.39' 16.67

47.22 44.44

Negative Inconclusivea

13.89

16.67

5.56

11.11

9.72

2.78

6.9.4

8.33

.The percentage clif{ABE/ASE Students

for Each Stage
#

Range

-15 to

= 9 to

- 11 to +16

li to + 9

9 to +18.r.

- 7 to +13

6 to +14

-19 to +14

Note: N =. 72

a.. The pr rtion under this category wis too close to the
called po itive or- negative

b. The theoret al range was from -20 tof+20

.20

mean to
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Tabu 1 desCribes the peychosocial.characteristids of. the ABE/ -1

4
ASE students in the sample-by presenting the percentages.of students

who'had positive, negative, and inconclusive ego -stage resolutions
A1/4N

for all,eight,siagepand the.rainge of scores for each s age. Tfese

data show that a larger-percentage of the students ha positive ego

identity,stage resolutions fot4he stages of

intimacy, generativity

'students had negative

trust and initiative.

autoonomy,.indist

and integrity. A larger percen age of,these
o i

ego-stage resolutions for the Ages of .

,c--

The largest percentage of negative reso1U-4
\

tions was in the stage df initiative and the smallest percenta4lia\

of negative resolutions in the s ge of generativity. Mapre,

students resolved the stage of ge rativity positively and fewer

students resolved the stage of trust positively.

The inconclusive cate
a

ry in Table 1 indicates the egostages

about which ,the students 41 the sample were more or less ambivilent.

The data in-the table shoys that the students were more, ambivalent
/17

About their ego-stage resolutions of the stage of autonomy and

least ambivalent about their ego stage resolutions Ofthe stage

o intimacy.

The range of,scores indicates the ego stages in which Indivi-,

dual students scored most negatively.,or most positively. The

lowest possible score for a particular stage was 2() and the

highest possible score was +20. In-reading.the table it can be.

seen'that at least one student scored aliost at the limit of the
.

2i
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,scale in the ego stage of negative iin ity. Arbp, one Student4
1 4444* k

scored neat the limit of the scale in the ego stage of positive

identity.

Table 2
p

The percentage'o E/ASE students Who. had High Pertinent, Low
~Pertinent; or I conclusive Pertinent Concerns for the. First Four
ego Stages and e Range of, Scores for Each Stage

Percentages'

Ego Stages
High r

Pertinency
Low

Pertinency
Inconclusi
Pertinency Rangea

/
Trust 52.78 31,94 15.28 9 to .47

Autonomy 40.28 50.00 9.2 9 to 4
Initiative 34.72 51.39 13.89 .10 to 44

industry 45.83 40.06 11.11 8-to 46.

Note: .N = 72
- X = 28

a. The theoretical range was from 8. to 48

The data in Tabl.e 2 describe thc percentage of high, low an
'11

inconclusive pettine: concerns of the students ii the sample for

the first four stages, and the range of scores for each stage:

('

These data shqw that'a larger percentage of.these.students had

high pertinent concerns for the stages of trust and industry and

low pertinent concerns for the stages of autonomy and initiative.

The percentages in the inconclusive category indicate these students

werl least ambivalent about their pertinent Concerns for truat.

The rangevof scores show that at least one student.in the sample

had an extremely low pertinent concern which was in the stage of

industry and one student had an extremely high pertinent concern
6 C

't.

I

in the- stage of trust.

22
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Table- 3 .1.

-21

(
..

1 .

,,ABE/ASE Students' Rating-of the Positive Educational Influence'on
the First Four Ego S gels as Being Minimal, Intermediate, or Great

T
Ego Stagee.

, 'Percentages ,

Minimal Intermediate Great

Trust

Autonomy

Initiative

industry

6.94 . 56.94 . 36r.).1
2.78 56.94 40.28

6.94 73.61. 19.44

11.11 48.61 40.28

Note: N = 72
.411"

The data in Table 3 describe the degree-- minimal, intermediate,
(

or great 'to. which the students in the 'sample perceived that their'

educational experiences had .a positive 'influence on their. self P'

images -in respect to the first four ego stages. These data show

that the most positive educational Influenceleas.on,developing auto-

nomy. More students rated-the influence on autonomy aa being great

and a small percentage of -these students rated the influence on

'this stage Ito be minimal.. the data i, Table-3 also show thiA the

.least'positive educational influence was cm.developingNpitiative.

A small percentage of the students rated the influence on initia-.,

tive to be great and a very large peicentage rated it to be.

intermediate. The'students rated the positive educational infltiehe

on trust and industry as being is than the influence on autonomy,

but higher,than,:the influence-on initiative. The overall positive

educational influence'was intermediate .or great on all' four ego.

stages;

' 23
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Table 4

. =

IBEAIMEStudentsl,Rating of the .,Negative Educational Influende on.
the First:Four Echo Stages as Being Minimal, Intermediate, or Great

Ego Sti4
Percentages

Minimal. Intermediate Great

Trust.,,

6onomy
Initiative

Industry

43.06. 48.61

40.28, 51.39- . 8.33

36.11 59.72 4.17

50.00 \\43.06, 6.94

I

Note: 141= 72

Table 4 presents data that describe the degree - minimal, inter-

mediate,' or great - to which the students in ,the sample perceived

that their educational experiences had a negative influence on their

self-images in respe9t to the first four ego stages: The data in

-the table show that the most negative educational influence was on

developing initiative. Fewer studentt rated negative initiative'

as having a minimal influence and the largest percentage of :students

rated megative initiative to*be in the intermediate category: The

least negative educational influence was developing industry. The

largest percentage of students rated thellegative influence on..

industry to be minimal and a very small percentage rated this

influence to be great. The students rated the negative educational

ififluence, on trust and autonomy to<be less than the negative influence'
-

`..on'initiatiVe, but more than the negative influence on industry..

.The overall negative educational inflnenceywaS intermediate or
t . t

.minimal on all four ego 'stages.

.2*

.
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Conclusion

/

The results of the Study permit seVeral conclusions to be

-23

drawn about the pSychosocial charadteristics of ABE(ASE students

and the perceptions these students had of the effects of their

educational experiences on 'trust, autonomy, initiative And industry.

Because of the limitation* in the sampling procedure,_the conclusions

shOuld bed valid only for .the students ana programs that'partici-
..

.

pated inthe study. For other ABE/ASE students and programs these

conclusions are only suggestive.

In view of the major tihdings from the entire. sample, several

Iservations can be made: 1)-the findings of this research .question

the conclusions of the authors cited in the, background literature

(Anderson and Niemi, 1969; Kavale and Lindsey, 1977) who describe

ABE/ASE students as

afpositive sense of

having a self-concept of dependencyrand lacking

industry; and 2) the findings of this research,

indicate support for the conclusions'of the authors in the litera-,

ture (Anderson and Niemi, 1969;, Hastings, 1968) who describe ABE/ASE
'a

1!itudents as being mistrlisting and lacking a positive sense of

initiative.
.

A positive sense of trust was defined in this study as an
f

essential trustfulness of others as well as a fundamental senlise

on one's own trustworthiness. A sense of trust was

considered necessary to develop one's capacity for faith and,hope.

A sense of, mistrust was described as resulting from a combination

V*, 23



Is of having been deprived, divided and ab.andoned. The

mistrusting students in the sample was greater than

at of trusting students. Therefore, there is some
A 'ma

L-to .suggest that most of the students enrolled in ABE/ASE

P themselves as being mistrusting. These findingt add

gal support to the conclusions drawn by Anderson and

and Hastings (196E1), who described the disadvitntaged

ABE/ASE students 'and/or potential students, as being

ortion of students in the sample who' had high pertinent

trust was greater than the proportion who had low'

cerns for,trust. Therefore , there is somisj.RotificatIon

at the ABE/ASE students who view themselves as being

'aye a tendency to want to.change that view of them-
,

to becoame...more trusting or less trusting. Based upon,

as with ABE/ASE students, I believe that a majority

is who desire to change their-self-images, in respect

t to become more trusting. My arguments suggest that
a .

ABE/ASE students want to overcome the deep seated

have of being deprived, divided and abandoned, and

:heir capacities for faith in themselves and other

and Niemi (1969), and Kavale and Lindsey (1977),

Ldvantaged adults and/or ABE/ASE students as having

: of dependency. Conversely, the findings of this
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study inglicate that the prOportion.of ABE/ASE students who see

themselves as having a sense of positive autonomy is greater 'than

the proportion who see themselves as/laving a sense of shame and,

doubt. The findings-also pointed i the direction that indicateig
Apo

students who have a sense:of positive autonomy have a tendency to

be satisfied with that self-image. These findings,might be explained

by reviewing the current trends in the greater society that might

influence these students' self-images. 'There currently exists ).n

the general society, a.tendency for males to project. a.rsculine

image and to think and feel that they are "masters of their fate"

and "moldersOf their de'stinies:" Also,
%
the generarsociety is

currently uhdergding social change where femalep Are being-etcograged

to enter new lines ,of occupations and to perceive of themselves a'e

being "indepen a t" viopen. THerefore, the research4f be ieves that
/ f

thesocial/du al influence on the self-percepions of ABE/ASE

students is piobablY onp of'tll major reasons why these students

view themselves as.eing autonomous.

In tillt research, a sense of positive initiative sug ested

that an indiiridual enjoyed competition, insisted on goals and

derived pleasure from conquest. In short, positive initiative
,

was described as a basis for a realistic tense of ambition and
,17

purpose. Ariderson and Niemi (1969),'and Hastings (1968) , argued

- that disadvantaged students and/or ABE/ASE"students had a negative

sense of initiative. The findings Hof this study also pointed in

thtdirection that indicates most of the students attending ABE/ASE
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programs view themselves as haIing:a sense of negative initiative.

Therefore, the findings indicate most ABE/ASE students have'a

tendency to view themselves as haVing an ex essive amount of guilt.

Individuals who have an excessive amount '.f guilt are often radically

divided within themselves by the inner vice of "self-Observation,"

."self-guidance,",and "self-punishment. "The onscience of these

individuals tgnds to "slow down" or to largely "Immobilizeglitheit

aggressive and intrusive energies. The inaividual is thus, resigned.

to meek compliance rather than *0 having a sense of ambition or

desire to pursue realistic goals.

The findings-of this study also pointed in the direction tat

indicates the ABE/ASE-students who view themselves as having a Sense

of negative initiat*ve have a tendency to be satisfied with that

self-image. The low pertinent concetns that ABE/ASE students tend

to have for positive initiative 'bright also be explained - in add-
.

ition to having interpsychic conflicts - by looking at the trends
,

in the general society's 'attitude abouttaggression and competition.

There is currently a movement in the general society to lower', the

level of cometition encouraged in schools and to svppress the //

.aggreisive energies of most individuals. To'be aggressive,and,

competitive is viewed as. being selfish' and inconsiderate,/ - Bekng

aggreisive suggest to most people the idea of being single-minded in

achieving one's own goals while being inconfilderate pf the goals of oth-

ers. To be competitive is viewed as -being inteiested onl in winning

and of beirig inconsiderate-of.the pexson who loses.' Therefore, the

23
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delf-perceptions of ABE/ASE stu ents as lacking a positive sense

of initiative and being.satisfi d with that self=image may be a

reflection of.their understanding of how the general society wantstit
ok

them to. act.

Anderson and Niemi, (19.69) and kavale and Lindsey, (1977) con:-

cluded that disApdvantaged adults and/or ABEASE students lacked a
- 1

positive sens of indystry. Conversely, the findings of this study

point in the direction that indicates ABE/ASE students tend to view

-themselves as having a dense of positive industry. That is; they

tend toearn recognition by producing things; they can become an

eager and absorbed unit'of a Rtoductive situation; and they tend
'c*

to share in constructing' and panning activities. 1111e findings

also indicate ABE/ASE students who have a positive sense of indus-

try have a tendency to want ,to change their selkftages to becoMe

more or less industrious. Since most ABE/ASE students enroll in
,

program& for job,related reasons, e.g., theiwork experience program,

the-researcher believes that most students 'want to view themselves

as being more industrious. The high pertinent concern ost ABE/ASE

1-tend to have for the stage of industry might be expla ed by hp

fact that they enrollId in thi Programs for job relat d reasons. .

Their heightened concern and anticipation overjob Iel ted matters

would probablk.be reflected as 'a high pertinent concern for the
.',

stage 4 industry.'
* i

ink large proportion of ABE/ASE students n the'sample rated
J .

0 ,

the positive educational influence' on 'the first four-ego stages to .
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be 'minimal or intermediate and a small Proportion'rated it to be

great. Therefore,.it appears that the etucatiOnal programs in

which ABE/ASE students are enrolled generally do a good job.in

promoting the positive psychosOS01 development of their students

and corttrolling,the negative influences that .could psycho-

?,
social development. The programs are doing a'better j of pro-1

the .development of positive, autonomy than they are of

promotinglpositive initiative. This finding might be explained

by looking qt'the autonomous nature of ABE/ASE students. ABE/ASE 414

students tend to view' theMselveS as having d.ienseNof positive

autonomy. The programs that enroll these students undotbtedly

have policies thattbserve the autonomous, nature of the students

andaencourage students to, make many 'of their own deolsiims.
7

Another finding of -ELs, research indicates that ABE/ASE programs
J.

Are not doing as good .a job of encouraging positive initiative, or

of discouraging the educational influence 'on negative initiative,

as they are for the.otherthree ego.stages coneidered in the study.

This finding might be explained by the ',fact that many ABE/ASe

teachers tend to discourage positive initiative: That is ABE/ASE

teasers tend.tddiscdhrage ttie aggressive behavior of students

andthecompetition between studentsi t could be used to'build

positive initiative.

6.

. 8-
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